
Germany announces wide-ranging plans to…
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After Germany’s defeat in 1945, Walter Ulbricht returned from exile in Moscow to become one of the founding
politicians of the DDR. The new state, he said, “must look democratic, but we must have everything under
control.” It has been 80 years since Ulbricht spoke those words, and while the DDR has faded away, their
spirit lives on in the political establishment of the Federal Republic. Our present rulers are doing everything in
their power to re-establish pseudodemocracy in the West. This is not a mere eugyppius exaggeration, and it
is not sensationalism for internet clicks. It is what our politicians themselves are saying.
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Fred Jewett 5 hrs ago · edited 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Remember Margaret Thatcher's comment: "You can vote in socialism BUT you have to SHOOT your

way out!"

LIKE (101) REPLY (6) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Yup. Ideas so good that they have to be made mandatory.

LIKE (26) REPLY (2) SHARE

Freedom Fox Freedom Fox 1 hr ago · edited 1 hr ago

Instructive scene from the classic 1953 WWII movie, Stalag 17. Anti-bullying 101:

https://youtu.be/iA93nO00b_4

“Six-hundred funny men”

They want us cowering in fear, isolated, looking out for our own necks. Which means we

must do the opposite. Like how gazelle herds survive crossing rivers with lions and alligators

lurking. Alone they are weak. Together they are strong. Everybody should declare

themselves "right wing extremists." A montage video of grandmothers, children, multi-

ethnics, corporate, laborer, a montage that is impossible to look like the face of anti-

democratic hate. "Six-hundred funny people." That's how freedom prevails.

There's safety in numbers. Hiding away to protect oneself allows a pack of hungry predators

to devour the prey, growing more and more voracious. Until there are no more prey left,

picked off while on their solo fearful journeys, weak, cowering, until they meet their demise

they only delayed by trying to hide. Own it. Like many own "deplorables" in the US. Turn it

into a positive.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 11 mins ago

FIRE!
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Paul Ashley 3 hrs ago

Just like the death jabs!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago

Exactly. Voila...Jabracadabra!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Steven 4 hrs ago

Best quote I've heard in a while.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

The Society of Problem Solvers The Society of Problem Solvers 4 hrs ago

How do we fix this? There are peaceful solutions.

We need to fix our systems. We need a trustworthy place to go and debate, problem solve, and

error correct. These systems of government and 3 letter agencies are all captured.

Our systems are corrupted. We need to build new ones. Transparent ones. Decentralized ones.

Trustworthy ones. Like this:

https://open.substack.com/pub/joshketry/p/how-to-fix-corrupt-government-in?

r=7oa9d&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post

LIKE (4) REPLY (3) SHARE

Dr. K 3 hrs ago

We will all have been enslaved (passively) and the opportunity to do this or to make it make a

difference will be long past before it happens, considering the rate at which things are

moving. See the Mike Benz interview with Tucker Carlson.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Bizarro Man 3 hrs ago

Unfortunately, it's not possible to build a political system free from corruption, especially if

your society is corrupt. Corruption always finds a way. Fiddling with the dials on the machine

is fruitless.

The only way to have a reasonably clean State is to get rid of it. Even then, a mostly

homogeneous society with strong morality is your only chance to live free.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago

How about we go back to the consent of the governed?

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss 2 hrs ago

People overlook the homogeneous part all too readily. Only Western nations have

opened up and attempted to cope with many cultures. At some level it must be

understood it will fail given the label, multiculturalism. Multiple cultures in one place

always means violence.

And yet I see no awareness of this basic historical observation. Even when ethnic

mafias are seen to take over councils people seem oblivious.
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Ellen 3 hrs ago

try reading charles eisenstein for some hope. in his first and completely unexpected foray

into politics he's working with RFK Jr.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mark Bisone The Cat Was Never Found 2 hrs ago

They seemed to have developed a workaround for the whole "vot(ing) in" problem as well. As per

usual.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 2 hrs ago

Don't worry the election will be "fortified".

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Fred Jewett 2 hrs ago

Very good point!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Tania 14 mins ago

“I've been describing over the course of this in order to have an internal mechanism to sensor

anything that the eu, which is just a proxy for NATO deems to be disinformation. And you can bet

with 65 elections around the globe this year, you can predict every single time what they're going

to define disinformation as. So that's the main fight right now is dealing with the transatlantic

flank attack from Europe.” -Benz

Check out the full interview

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-end-of-democracy-what-im-describing

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

UnvaxxedCanadian 1 hr ago

Tuckers latest interview describes exactly what is going on. The democratic institutions are

defending themselves in the name of protecting democracy.

https://tuckercarlson.com/uncensored-the-national-security-state-the-inversion-of-democracy/
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Blair Darkness to Light 5 hrs ago

The same playbook is being deployed all across the west. It's not hard to recognize the pattern. Once

you see it, it cannot be unseen.

LIKE (85) REPLY (3) SHARE

Mark Silbert 5 hrs ago

One would hope that we in the U.S. could find a better alternative than Trump, but so far it seems

not.

LIKE (10) REPLY (6) SHARE

Steven 4 hrs ago

When you're up againt the Swamp and an entrenched political establishment, you kind of

need a guy like Trump to confront it head on. A conventional playback won't work.

LIKE (27) REPLY (4) SHARE

Rosemary B Rosemary’s Substack 4 hrs ago

Agree.

He is the great FU to the entrenched uniparty. We are learning quickly how

unreasonably abused we are now. Most of us have been sick of it for decades, but just

the same as the great pretending of Ulbricht and many others, some people have no

idea, never learned and are now in a state of apathy. I hope President Trump will give

the world a great shake up and wake up. He does need some well chosen guides and I

pray for that to be
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Mark Silbert 4 hrs ago

That's what we said in 2016 and 2020 but it seems like the Swamp uber alles in the U.S.

as well as in Germany.
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John Crary 4 hrs ago

It's a big swamp...

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

jac 4 hrs ago

why does the swamp exist? because the people have let it grow. delivery in line with

order.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark Silbert 4 hrs ago

Big Government can't exist without the swamp.
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Kertch Kertch’s Newsletter 14 mins ago

Exactly. When the country needs to wake up and take decisive action, you need a nasty,

cursing, swearing Drill Sergeant type to kick our asses out of bed. Not someone who

worries about "hurting people's feelings". Think of Clint Eastwood in "Heartbreak

Ridge". "Get out of bed!!!", "But Gunny, it's 5 in the morning!", "Oh yeah, well while you

were getting your beauty sleep, Mr. I-Hate-America just popped you a new asshole in

the middle of your forehead - GET MOVING!!!".
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I am John Galt 4 hrs ago

RFK Jr. is a possibility. I disagree with a lot of his agenda (he’s way to cozy with the climate

change catastrophizers) and his strident views on vaccines are off-putting (but he raises

good points that must be debated in the open), but I sense that he is firmly on the side of

traditional western Liberal democracy and personal freedoms. He is literally risking his life

running for President. That’s why even HE is being characterized as a “right-wing extremist”.

It’s nuts.
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NSquared N’s Newsletter 4 hrs ago

Never will have enough support.His wife is a Hollywood socialist.
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Mark Silbert 4 hrs ago

I don't know how a third party candidate can succeed in governing even if elected in our

system.
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Fred Jewett 2 hrs ago

If you can get a hold of a copy, watch the "Designated Survivor" Series. There is

hope!
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SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 38 mins ago

His campaign manager/daughter-in-law used to work for the CIA. He defended his

father and uncle for using the FBI to go after MLK Jr. because "the politics demanded

it."

He ain't no friend to nobody.
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Martin Liehs 4 hrs ago

I like and respect RFK Jr as well, but agree that he is not right on everything.

Biggest problem with him running as a third party candidate is that he will likely split the

vote the wrong way, much like Ross Perot did in 1992.
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I am John Galt 4 hrs ago

Agreed, but this is the perfect election for the US to find out if a third-party

candidate could possibly be elected. Both the Dem and Rep. candidates are so

awful. Neither party was willing or able to support something tolerable. Thus, a

third option is necessary.

Unfortunately, our system has evolved to a point where the two parties have so

much control over everything, even getting your message out to the electorate

(the media having been completely co-opted by the establishment), that a third

option sadly doesn’t have a chance. I applaud RFK Jr. for trying. And risking his life

in doing so. (Biden refusing secret service protection to him is a transparent

attempt to have him eliminated.) If he didn’t have the baggage of his past, his long-

running (unfair) reputation of a vaccine nut, and (sadly) his unpleasant voice, he

might have a better chance.
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Martin Liehs 4 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

I agree 100%, except your view of him as a "vaccine nut". I think that he is

asking very valid questions. It may be off-putting to many, but it is still a better

stance than, say, being a pro-war neocon.

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

Dr. K 3 hrs ago

No, his vaccine views deserve discussion. But he is a climate nut.
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GK 2 hrs ago

He is nuts on the climate issue, but his stance on vaccines is backed

up by reams of data he's compiled. Given that 1 out of 36 births

here in the US end up outright autistic, or as they say, "on the

spectrum," and the childhood vaccine schedule is up somewhere

around 70 shots now, I'm thinking he might be over the target.
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I am John Galt 4 hrs ago

I don’t think he is a vaccine nut. I’m saying he is portrayed that way and

known to the average person that way. Unfairly .
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Kertch Kertch’s Newsletter 9 mins ago · edited 9 mins ago

The problem with JFK Jr., simply put, it that although he can clearly identify many

of our most pressing problems, all of his solutions are just MORE big government.

He, and many other well-meaning socialists have a Savior complex.
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NSquared N’s Newsletter 4 hrs ago

If you can find someone with a backbone who can stand up to marxism, please let me know.

I'm tired of those who are "offended"by his personality.

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

GK 2 hrs ago

Yeah, it's all those, "Can't we all play nice?" TDS afflicted "Karens" who are obsessed

with him not being "nice." we don't need nice, we need someone to start knocking

heads. His opponents sure as hell aren't playing nice.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss 1 hr ago

We need someone who will insist laws are enforced, starting with illegal migration.
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R U Kidding me. 4 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

Lol. The rest are pro China globalists. Lol.

Omg. Better than Trump? Geeesh. No one else is blunt enough to speak out against the

Marxists!!!

Kennedy is a climate change lunatic. Making China supply our energy needs is the goal!!!!

That’s part of the great reset. Kennedy is an intelligence community asset protecting them.

Kennedy is Chinas dream candidate luring emotional people from both sides. They are

promoting him on Tik Tok for a reason!!!!
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Mark Silbert 4 hrs ago

I agree 100% on Kennedy.
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jac 4 hrs ago

hello non-fellow citizen. as long as you sit back looking for a “somebody” to fix “something”

you’ll never get results. who am i to tell you what jefferson said about the tree of liberty so i

won’t.
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Blair Darkness to Light 4 hrs ago

Agreed. A sad state of affairs, indeed.
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Ultrafilter 2 hrs ago

Ever since Covid, the (western) world seems one big franchise (remember all those „Covid expert

panels“, who were all modeled identically?). You can see it in a myriad little things, for example

how after the obviously stolen election in the U.S. there were suddenly many irregularities in the

Berlin election (which now has to be repeated, partially, because of those irregularities).

It is really quite obvious that the ruling elite is one big club who is on one and the same

information flow.

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 2 hrs ago

Well said! Precisely. They have been operating in lockstep.
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Ryan Gardner 2 hrs ago

So obvious. Beyond baffling that people don't see it.
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Ryan Gardner 2 hrs ago

Exactly.

Consensus is a shortcut to chains.
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John Carter Postcards From Barsoom 4 hrs ago

It absolutely is. The Western Our Democracies do not belong to us, and are not remotely

democratic.
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Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago

People never learn do they?

Bondage is default.

History is clear on this.
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Bash 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

The more I read about it, the more I realize that I am, too, a Right-Wing Extremist™

And frankly I couldn't be more proud. Its a sad and dark world we seem to be living in, and frankly it

looks like it will get much worse before it gets better, but I'm happy to know I'm on the right side of it

LIKE (52) REPLY (6) SHARE

AdrenLNJunky 5 hrs ago

I used to be a moderate. Now I'm a crazy person with a gun. I did not change, but the world sure

has.
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DM 4 hrs ago

Yes. The world has changed, and so I have adapted.
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Larry 4 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

"In what follows, therefore, you must remember that references to “right-wing extremism” are

nothing but smears for political opponents."

It is the same in the US, where each white person is called a racist three times before breakfast.

After several years, your skin thickens and the insults lose all power. Or, given that the actual

sources of our social problems are easy to identify, as long as you will be called a racist every day

anyway, you resolve to become the very best racist you can possibly be.

LIKE (13) REPLY (2) SHARE

Marcie 4 hrs ago

In Canada our spy agency admitted yesterday they are surveying parental rights groups

because they are potentially violent towards the alphabet people. God help us!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

GK 2 hrs ago

The racist epithet has lost its power. It's like Godwin's Law for being called a Nazi, but for

being called a racist instead. It's so common place that at this point whoever trots it out first

basically cedes the argument to the other side, effectively admitting that they have no real

argument.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss 1 hr ago

Remember the prediction. Just now being called racist prompts people to say, no I'm

not.

Soon it will be, so what?

Then it may well be, thanks for noticing.

Their constant hassling has an effect even on nice people.
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Martin Liehs 4 hrs ago

Anybody who cherishes the classical liberal values that built the west is now a far right enemy of

the state, or so it seems.
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Fred Jewett 2 hrs ago

The current democratic party has abandoned their old virtuous ideals and is now the party

for elite governance and genocide.
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Ryan Gardner 2 hrs ago

BOOM
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Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss 1 hr ago

Both parties support elite governance and genocide. Politics is theater for slaves. Long

since captured by the powerful.
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Clever Pseudonym 4 hrs ago

🎯
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FoolsGold 4 hrs ago

Easy to be labelled by your enemy. I didn't care much to bend over to get pharmacological agents

injected into me during the covid plague era, but quicky I was labelled as anti "something". You

know you have enemies when they label you so as to turn your friends and fellow citizens against

you. Trust your government at your own risk, and life!

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Hugh Roth 4 hrs ago

And who will silence or drive away the vile dissidents? An available sub-group. Who? The

immigrants. Enthusiastically subjecting the dissidents to the desired level will get you a German

passport. [What the powers that shouldn’t be will fail to anticipate?] When the dissidents are all

silenced or driven out this poorly controlled mob of “new Germans” will turn on their controllers.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

NSquared N’s Newsletter 4 hrs ago

Yes. Another group of the power hungry who believe that history will not repeat itself.
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Thomas Brey 4 hrs ago

Welcome to the club.
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Dollars4Dummies 5 hrs ago

Too many voters in both the US and the EU openly support this kind of totalitarian rhetoric. It's chilling.
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shibumi 5 hrs ago

Too many voters have bought into the concept of tribalism, and support their "tribe" --aka their

political party-- no matter what. They are incapable of independent thought.

LIKE (25) REPLY (2) SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 5 hrs ago

Nailed it.
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SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 5 hrs ago

This is true of every sorting label people use for themselves. Since the invention of thought.
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Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

The people you are referring to would support literally ANYTHING as long as it does not in the

slightest inconvenience them personally.
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shibumi 5 hrs ago

I wish I could disagree with you, but I cannot.

A friend of mine went on a diatribe the other day about overpopulation/ climate change and

how we should leave and give back the US to the Indians. After listening to this for a while, in

a roundabout way I told her that well, when she dies, she'll be helping the cause. Her

response?

"I don't plan on dying."

Or leaving the US. These are all things *others* should do.
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aj 5 hrs ago
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reminds me of Woody Allen, "I plan on living forever, and so far, my plan is working".

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 5 hrs ago

She's insane.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

Well said!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Clever Pseudonym 4 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

The sad infants of the Internet age, cossetted zoo animals who imagine themselves as

wild free-range beasts, are desperate to make some grand public righteous and radical

gesture—as long as it doesn't interfere with their Amazon deliveries and binge

watching.

It's probably for the best that they'll never realize they're dupes and puppets for people

who hate them and that all the sugar-coated narratives they've swallowed have tricked

them into thinking slavery is liberation.

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

shibumi 3 hrs ago

A while back, I read a comment that stated most people aren't SUPPOSED to wake

up. They're not able.

However, if a certain percentage DO wake up-- I think it was 20% to 30%-- they

will be able to herd the "go along to get along" in the correct direction.

I translate that as: wake up those who are already on the road, let everyone else

live in their fantasy. They will be herded later.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago

5% to stand up and bring 15% to the dance floor is all it takes.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

shibumi 3 hrs ago

I think it's slowly happening. But.... it's not always who you think it is.

For example... we can't get any relatives on board. Can't get any of the

smart set on board. However, I have a friend who was guilted into getting

vaxxed who will never do it again. He's not a member of the smart set,

but honestly, not sure if I want to be a member myself.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago

Agree. But don't forget tsunamis start as small concentric circles.

I think its going to be ugly but I still believe we'll defeat the Globalist.

I might be dead by then though...;(

They are so detached from reality that they are forgetting that they

rely on the salt of the earth for their own survival.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago

The experts agree; Stalin, Mao, Hitler, Pol Pot, Kim Jong.

But don't worry the kids are learning addition by trading one endless war for three.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

K2 4 hrs ago

“They always have a plan until they get punched in the face.”

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Dr. K 3 hrs ago

With friends like that, why have enemies? At least, you should try to find someone who

can think...will make your life less stressful...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

shibumi 3 hrs ago

Generally, she's not like that. I put it under the "having a bad day" category.

That being said, there are topics I can't discuss with certain people. And... it's OK.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Spaceman Spiff Postcards from the Abyss 1 hr ago

Your friend needs real problems. A bracing bout of starvation would do it. Or being

abused just for being a woman, the norm in many parts of the world.

I suspect life is too cosy for many. They are kind of doubting Thomases. They forget

how lucky we are and how rare civilization actually is.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Yes they are begging for it. I mean half the US will vote for the first president in history to be

declared legally incompetent to stand trial.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Clever Pseudonym 4 hrs ago

Once you spend many years and many billions blasting out propaganda that declares: 1) all your

political enemies are evil secret Hitlers; and 2) your nation and people and their history and

traditions are illegitimate and based on bigotry and plunder, you fill enough people with hatred

(self- and other-directed) and alienation that they become easy to manipulate and weaponize.

Everyone in the West who is university educated and managerial aspirant (and not explicitly

conservative or religious) have been trained by their screens to believe that their future safety

and prosperity depends upon obedience to their global-corporate masters and eliminationist

hatred toward those who dissent. This is the new definition of Our Democracy™.

The postliberal technocratic Brave New World has arrived.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

FasterThanLight7 4 hrs ago

The masses are unpolitical. They will always support the popular and socially accepted narrative.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

jac 4 hrs ago

because they’re just plain dumb, lazy, or both. it’s the same people who got vaxxed. sad that the

vax is not working properly.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Oh but it is working perfectly...;)

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

Brilliant!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kurt 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

This struck me recently as odd: During nearly three years of Covid, as a German and as a historian, I

learned more on the workings of fascism and the "Third Reich" than during school and university

combined. And now, so close by, during nearly three years of "Traffic light" coalition, it's the same

with the workings of socialism and the GDR. Especially telling how these phenomenons overlap, not

only in time, but in the persons propagating the whole shit. Tells you a lot about totalitarianism in

general and about your compatriots in special, lol.

LIKE (31) REPLY (1) SHARE

DM 4 hrs ago

Agree. One of the most shocking experiences of Covid has been seeing the people who

supposedly know the most about 20th century history be completely impotent in recognizing

totalitarianism as it happens in real time. Just boggling.

LIKE (9) REPLY (3) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

Their TVs are telling them it is the Best Germany of All Time. The oracle!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Cynthia Jeanne Ford 3 hrs ago

Here they say Bidenomics is working, and publish little articles about how odd it is that

so many don't seem to believe them. The proverbial, trite BIG LIE. Cars stretch for miles

at food distribution sites, grocery bills are twice what they once were. Other metrics are

horrendous.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

jac 4 hrs ago

the goal of post-nazi education was the focus on “who”, not “what”. no curriculum ever

taught along the lines of “the new fascism will call itself anti-fascism” but it was always

“look, if he raises his arm and sais something antisemitic, he’s hitler reborn.”.

it was about focussing the public on legends instead of teaching method reconnaissance.

that’s how it was possible that globke became state secretary right after singing high about

race laws.

germans are the most dumbed down sheep i’ve ever known relative to their education. and

i’m german. it hurts.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Kurt 4 mins ago

Agree. Shows you that there is a deep difference between learning and understanding. At

university, it's a difference of 10:1, at least.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dan Bouchard 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

"That is not enough. I therefore want to amend the law to ensure that the potential threat is taken into

account."

Pre-Crime. What will these people NOT do?!?

LIKE (19) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade 2 hrs ago

Yes, all those references to "potential". Until recently this was considered science fiction territory,

à la Minority Report.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

“‘There are people out there who are not saying anything illegal but they have made themselves

inconvenient anyway.’ ”

-------------------------------------

Geez. Don’t I know the feeling.

There’s no organized society anywhere on earth whose leaders don’t want to point their fingers at the

variously inconvenient and scream witch! and hope the more convenient people can be made to

agree.

LIKE (19) REPLY SHARE

Viv 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

The national socialist state survived long enough to start the war that destroyed it because opposition

was suppressed and most opponents decided to go quiet in their own interests.

The German democratic state survived long enough for everyone to see what a failure communism is

because opposition was suppressed and most opponents decided to go quiet in their own interests.

Now the federal Republic is going to suppress opposition, and ensure it is in the opponents best

interests to go quiet.

What does anyone think they will do in the safe space thereby created for overweening government?

It is not done because they wish go actually democratically deal with the wishes of the people.

LIKE (16) REPLY (1) SHARE

Viv 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

And still, as with covid, there is (almost) nowhere the dissidents can go and live, whether quietly

or as exile opposition.

Stalin and Hitler and their ilk actively encouraged enemies to leave. Idi Amin forced them to. At

least in the early days and before absolute power was certain. Then it was the gulag and the

death camp.

Global oligarchical collectivism makes emigration futile.

LIKE (16) REPLY (1) SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 5 hrs ago

Welcome to The New World Order. I believe this is the "beast system" of governance warned

about in the book of Revelation.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

And the ten horns which thou sawest, are ten kings, who have not yet received a

kingdom, but shall receive power as kings one hour after the beast. These have one

design: and their strength and power they shall deliver to the beast — Revelation 17: 12-

13

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 3 hrs ago

It's fast approaching.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago

Yes it most certainly is

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr. K 3 hrs ago

Now that's scary, actually.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago

It was intended to scare us ... like a parent would scare their children away

from a rabid dog or hot coals

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

shibumi 5 hrs ago

One of the things that I've learned in American politics is that, in general, when Party X accuses Party

Y of doing... SOMETHING, that something is what Party X is doing in reality.

So it would seem that the current government in Germany is admitting that they act like a

criminal/mafia syndicate, that they are using "dark money," that they are using hatred and violence

against those who disagree with them, that they use disinformation campaigns (lies/gaslighting) and

that anyone who disagrees with them is essentially a criminal who has no rights.

It is easy to say "get out now." But where is there to go? There is nowhere to hide.

LIKE (18) REPLY (1) SHARE

The hatter The Rabbit Hole Substack 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

There are places to go. They aren't western liberal societies, but they aren't creating a new

Gestapo either. Russia, India, Iran, Iceland, Hungary, Latin America, parts of Africa, parts of

central and southern Asia too.

You will most likely need to learn a new language and adjust to a new culture. There isn't a back

up Germany out there to retreat to, or a back up Europe or USA either.

If you want a germanic, western, liberal, industrialized democracy then you're going to have to

save Germany from these tyrants.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

The Rake The Rake's Substack 1 hr ago

Brazilian here. Only come if you have money to spare. To sustain a first world lifestyle here

you can't take the same job you have in America/Western Europe. Everything is super

expensive and the salaries are low for 90% of professions. If i was an European/America

native born i'd make a lot of money before seeking shelter here. Just a reality check. Also

avoid any city that isn't the Capital or Financial Centre.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Simon Baddeley 5 hrs ago

At an evening of sketches, long ago at my first university, I recall an undergrad (to become a famous

comedian) standing up at a stage podium to deliver, in cod-German accent, a speech about what "is

now being done about people who'd served in the Nazi regime"; how the courts were working under

new "focused legislation" to track down "these people" who are "everywhere"; how kindergartens,

schools, colleges and universities were at last refining their recruitment and personnel policies to

assist the state in recognising the "traits", often well-hidden, of "so-called" ex-Nazis; how businesses

and local authorities and the media were winkling out "the guilty" at every level, working "fearlessly

with discipline and efficient intelligence", to identify "the foulness in our midst...these people who

infect our new Germany" with their "diseased sub-human thoughts". As the sketch continued the

actor's initially sober voice grew heated. His words came faster, adjectives amplified and given deeper

emphasis with rigid hand and then arm gestures. The sympathetic and virtuous figure who'd begun

the speech had slowly transformed, growing grimmer, glistening, reddening, and in a grand finale,

showing a face contorted into a mask of enthusiastic - almost joyful - rage; flecks of spittle reaching

the front row of the audience; even a little foam at the mouth - near apoplexy, rage and hate

personified "there will at last be a final solution to this problem!". The silence before the applause was

deafening.
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Michael Koopman 2 hrs ago

That sounds so odd as I and several colleagues who were in the cancellation culture snare before

it became popular had to watch former SS officers collecting their pension money from serving

Germany under the third Reich. One particular SS retiree took great pleasure in an odd laugh he

would make as he collected cash from the machine on the company campus. Of course this was

in Bill Gates America and not on German soil but the German government was paying his

pension.
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Marc Svetov 5 hrs ago

It's not a German phenomenon per se. It's happening across the entire West. Don't be blinded by

thinking this is particularly German. It is vital to NATO that Germany be held in place. And the EU is

nothing without NATO. It is a facade that would dissolve in one day without the military might of NATO

behind it. These regimes in the West are all saying and doing the same thing ... liberal democracy,

making the West safe for democracy, yada yada. Democracy is the codeword for protecting their

grasp on power. Essentially, we are all living in the West under juntas. Their goal is complete control of

the internet, by the way, to censor you into oblivion. To destroy your livelihood if necessary if you

oppose them ... Why would they think twice about it? It is that simple. They are hysterically frightened

of rightwing populism. These are regimes, these are juntas. They have their armies, their political

police, their intelligence services, and their media are platforms for intelligence agency psy ops.

That's what you're up against.
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ArtemisForestFairy ArtemisForestFairy’s Newsletter 3 hrs ago

they are afraid of another this....https://www.fff.org/explore-freedom/article/unheralded-resisters-

in-nazi-germany-the-edelweiss-pirates-part-1/
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Username 5 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

eugyppius, what exactly do these "protectors of democracy" say the AfD would do if they won an

election? Do they state that AfD would abolish elections, persecute opponents, prohibit the

expression of viewpoints they disagree with? What, exactly? Do they ever specify?

Or is it all just empty fearmongering?
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eugyppius 5 hrs ago Author

No, very often they never say. In fact the AfD repeatedly complain that they're never even told by

the political police why they are suspected of or classified as being right-wing extremists.

LIKE (13) REPLY (4) SHARE

Larry 4 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Oh, they have been told all right... but they are thick-headed, and insist on continuing to

erect their evil dogwhistle inflatable snowmen.
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dpci 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

When did the inflatable snowman stop beating his wife?
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Michael Koopman 2 hrs ago

Laughed out loud. Thank you for that.
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dpci 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Thought crime, as outlined by George Orwell has arrived.
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dpci 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Consider Democrat's accusations of Trump's 'insurrection.' Trump has never been charged

for the crime of 'insurrection' let alone convicted. Yet various state legislators are removing

him from their Presidential ballots on the basis of something he has neither been convicted

nor charged with. The very definition of a 'thought crime.' It is incredible that these cases

make it through any court without the judge asking where the conviction is. Instead, all of

these cases end up at the U.S. Supreme Court. This is Lewis Carroll's famous fallacy:

Sentence first, verdict afterwards.
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Tomasz Goetel The Flying Fish 4 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Mr. Eugyppius Man, have you not seen yet the Benz on Carlson´s X interview? AfD gets an

honorable mention... Among others. Respectfully, Your avid reader, Tomasz.
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Ryan Gardner 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Yeah frightening and it's happening everywhere at once....

Sound familiar?
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Danno 5 hrs ago

Every German who values freedom must vote for AfD in every election beginning immediately.
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Fred Jewett 5 hrs ago

AND support fair elections!
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

What are those?
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Tardigrade 2 hrs ago

I understand outlawing the AFD as a party is being considered. There's probably no way of

writing them in…
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Barb Molt Barb’s Rambles 5 hrs ago

This is really scary, and I can see this coming to the US as the the push to remove Trump from ballots

is the first step. Saving democracy by destroying democracy. I don't understand how people cannot

see this, and how their policies, once put in place, could easily be used against them.
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Suzie 2 hrs ago

It’s already here and a has been since Obama took office and really started the ball rolling.
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Chris Bray Tell Me How This Ends 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

“...because it is about defending our open society against its enemies."

Alice in Fucking Wonderland. "Our open society."
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Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Faeser: "I would like to treat right-wing extremist networks in the same way as organised crime." What

a relief! We have nothing to worry about! Crime is not punished in Germany at all! IMO one very real

potential threat percolating beneath the surface in German society ... real "dissidents" ... are the

immigrant "clans", i.e. organized crime families that have become firmly rooted in Germany . German

law enforcement would not have the vaguest idea of how to combat them. Nor the will to do so. But if

you don't pay your cable bill for the state propaganda ministry, or let off steam on Substack. Then you

can go to jail.
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

She means RICO-like legislation (look up RICO). She got some American help here, maybe ...
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Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago

Yeah, RICO was quite successful in the States. But who knows what they can do or who is

helping who. I could well imagine though, that if the crime families in Germany were really

being put under pressure, if their "soldiers" and bosses were being locked up with long

sentences, we would know it. How? Like in Sweden, the clans in Germany would start

waging outright war. They have ZERO fear of anything in Germany, including law

enforcement. That's why they chose to settle in Germany, because it is a paradise for

criminals. The thing to remember about the German press is that crime in the entire country

has traditionally been extremely underreported. Keeps the taxpayers pacified.
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

Of course they will have the means to do it and will do it. Look at those faces. You don't think

they're capable of it? Look up RICO.
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Andrew Marsh 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Here's a reason to laugh at these politicians right across the EU27 and UK. A known murderer from

Albania did so in London, fled to Denmark, was captured, sent to UK prison, deported to Albania and...

after 6 years of a life-sentence, was out. Exactly as predicted.

He went on to 'trade' cars, money, women and drugs across Belgium, Italy and more until a rival gang

shot him dead whilst in Albania. In public.

This is not unique. At no point did this man ever have real EU28 / EU27 / UK documents. At no point

did he have the right to stay in any European country. He inflicted real harm on everyone he met.

So, we the little people, should be frightened of the fools who would call themselves better than us.

Yet real crime goes on all around us, sponsored by the very same fools.
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Prodigal Prodigal 1 hr ago

The last time I just skimmed what the official procedure is in Germany for deportation, I could not

even manage my default WTF cynical smile of disgust. Goes something like ... they give the guy a

letter that says ... Now you have been a very naughty young man. We have told you repeatedly

that you are not permitted to come in here. And you have come back now several times. So here

is the final warning. You had better leave now or you are going to be in very big trouble. Yeah, like

you say, guy who has been a hardened criminal since he was 14 ... his knees are shaking.

Pathetic. Long time ago, Camille Paglia said in a video about this amazing weakness of the west,

our overcivilized dying west ... she made the standard comparison to the fall of Rome ... and that

(today) barbarians are once again massing on the frontiers, watching intently, for they have no

such inhibtions as ours. They prize violence, conquest, plunder, subjugation. She got my

attention.
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Andrew Marsh 1 hr ago

It is undeniably scary. Our elites do not know what is about to be unleashed.
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Prodigal Prodigal 1 hr ago

Thank you for this Andrew. AND these fools have virtually ZERO change of being assaulted,

robbed at knifepoit, raped etc. As a friend once said, once these people are in the club, they are

set for life, their familes .... subject to none of our everyday fears or worries. There are no

burglaries in Angel Merkel's "neighborhood". A great fantasy of mine is to imagine that the

election comes and like 8% of the electorate turns out to vote. Would be interesting to see how

they would "spin" that one :)
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LMS 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Do they have to be so ugly too?!
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Tardigrade 1 hr ago

A very pneumatic bunch of people, who look like they have some marshmallow in their ancestry.
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Prodigal Prodigal 44 mins ago · edited 42 mins ago

It's a job requirement. For demoralizing us ... seeing their picutures every day. Highly effective

stool ... I mean tool.
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Cynthia Jeanne Ford 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

This is really chilling and familiar. Viva Frei has a phrase for this: "confession through projection," in

which they tell you what they are doing while projecting it onto an other. They might be being spooked
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by all the international organizing against the WHO treaty and for conservative values.

A German politician announced to be in attendance at this:

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/international-crisis-summit-5-agenda.

Apparently Rob Reiner is releasing a documentary on Christian Nationalism that smears all MAGA and

all Christians and Bible believers as dangerous right-wing extremists. I am none of those things, and

know a bit about some of the Southern religious sects and their intersection with politics, like the

Prosperity Gospel, and Dominionism, and televangelism and megachurches (I was researching for

something I was trying to write), so this does exist, but all Christians and all MAGA supporters are

being categorized in this way, and are subject to the covert ops of surveillance, documentedly, that

you are describing. There's a trailer out for a thriller about a civil war. Joe Biden has purportedly

announced his pronouns. "Pseudodemocracy" is such a good word for it! Maybe "diversity" is

globalist-speak for the diversification of technofascist feudalism, since Canada is having to train its

doctors to euthanize the mentally-ill through MAID, as they rose up against it, and France, if not

criminalizing hate speech towards mrna is instantiating an anti-medical freedom law, and Ireland can

now punish its citizens for texts they have received. All different nodes of a much larger and far

deeper structure but diversified, like an investment portfolio in the Ninth Circle.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Michael Koopman 2 hrs ago

It is all conspiracy theory. Repeat after me. Rob Reiner is saving democracy. Joe Biden is not a

crook.

Now write it on the blackboard fifty times.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Blair Darkness to Light 1 hr ago

Repeat after me. The vaccine is "safe and effective."

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 31 mins ago

But just imagine a filmmaker from a Christian background, observant or not ... just say even any

non-Jew, who produces a documentary that would suggest Israeli settlers are dangerous

extremists or the Hasidim who refused en masse to vaccinate are a public health menace. Then

try to imagine his documentary would ever be seen anywhere outside of some obscure corner of

the internet. Released in a movie theater, on television? Well, keep trying to imagine it, because it

would never happen.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kevin The Messy City 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Eugppius, I find myself worrying for your safety.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

eugyppius 3 hrs ago Author

don’t worry too much about me, i can literally hike into austria if I have to.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

greg hildner 3 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

.....to the sound of music!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Tardigrade 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

whew

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

wolf 4 hrs ago

Same playbook in Canada. People peacefully protestet against COVID overreach and their bank

accounts got frozen. Now the work in a bill where the government can cut your internet access, no

questions asked and you have no recourse. Liberal dictatorships are coming with weak people leading

them (people full of insecurities that can't handle anybody else having a different opinion)

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

dpci 3 hrs ago

Same Fascist cowards in both countries. Baerbock and Trudeau are both part of Klaus Schwab's

young leaders program.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Chiadrum 5 hrs ago

Far right means wanting actual facts, accountability from “leaders”, and questioning serial felons. So

extreme

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

Tardigrade 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

If these people succeed, eugyppius will be toast 

🥹

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

When they come into the colosseum and order Eugyppius to step forward, each one of us shall

step forward and say "I am Eugyppius!"

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Andrew Marsh 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

I suspect not. This conversation will not stop. We have many ways to discuss.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 45 mins ago

It's a very old sport ... we should have it genetically coded in us by now :)

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tardigrade 2 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

'Right-wing extremists make use of the fears and experiences of crisis among the population in order

to radicalise the political fringes and spread their agenda to the middle classes.'

This sounds like it will become illegal to talk to people about their pandemic experience.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Eustis Calamity 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

Um Himmels willen, für mich geht es vom Regen in die Traufe.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

dpci 4 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

I normally advise people to avoid demonstrations because crowds can panic. But this is an absolute

outrage. If there ever was a reason to take to the streets, this is it. These people have lost their minds

and now want to project their insanity on YOU.

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

Unless demonstrations are HUGE, you're just inviting another Jan. 6 psy op ... or for Germans,

another Reichsbürger psy op via the regime media platform ...

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

dpci 3 hrs ago

Yes, the Jan. 6 protest was a complete setup and entrapment by the FBI and Capitol Police.

It was Nazi Pelosi's 'Fire in the Reichstag.' She refused Trump's offer of National Guard

troops to guard the Capitol and ordered the Capitol Police to open the doors and let the

protesters in. After which they were arrested and charged with felonies. Held without bail or

due process and sentenced to 20+ year prison sentences.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 18 mins ago · edited 14 mins ago

If you want to protest in Germany, you must register and get your march approved by the local

government administration and/or police? ... eugyppius would know. And they will tell you where

you are allowed to march and for how long, and you will have police marching and driving along

side you every step of the way ... don't honestly know all the details ... but first time I heard this, I

could only think ... how pitiful. If you are imagining outraged hordes of people running wild and

marching wherever they want ... no. That is not the German way. Outraged political protest must

also be, above all, orderly :) :) Orderly outrage. The National Socialists and German communists

in the 1920s really knew how to rumble though. Which is why protests today are kindergarten

excursions, chaperoned. :) Oh ... but if you are outraged leftists in Berlin, you can burn 100

automobiles every year on May 1. That's no big deal. Think I'm making this up?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

James Healthcare Expose 5 hrs ago

Scholz and the coalition government are correct that the people must be protected from the Far Right.

What they are incorrect about is that the AfD is the far right. The Scholz government is the true Far

Right, and the people should be protected from it. If they were honest leaders (which clearly they are

not), they would all resign. One of my favorite comments was that of Rob Roos, the Dutch MEP, whose

opposition to anti-democratic WEF policies has earned has earned him the moniker of "Far Right'. To

this libelous smear, he said something like, "I don't know about being far right, but I am right so far."

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

OyezOyez OyezOyez 5 hrs ago

Did Th eGermans learn ANYTHING from the WAR? or should I ask, What did they learn? This?

LIKE (6) REPLY (2) SHARE

AM Schimberg 5 hrs ago

Right wing extremists are the new undesirables.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Danno 5 hrs ago

And anyone who doesn't like them is a right wing extremist.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Billy Bob 5 hrs ago

They’re all too young to remember.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

KlarkashTon 56 mins ago Liked by eugyppius

To be honest, looking at the FRG today, the prognosis for the longevity of its political system looks

actually _worse_ to me than for the GDR, perhaps not from the perspective of, say 1988, but of 1975

maybe. We even get the final ingredient: a sort of new cold war between brics and the collective west.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Dr. K 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

Eugyppius, You are one of the smartest folks on the Web -- And I have seldom seen you sound more

depressed and despondent. The real question is WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT IT? What are YOU going to

do about it (you have a platform bigger than most)? What can WE do (inside Deutschland and out) to

interfere? Or are we all lost? If so, I would rather know now. If not, I think you have lots of people that

are looking for some kind of action plan. We are all getting very good at standing on the Substack

sidelines and whining -- but that has had precious little effect on anything so far.

HELP!

LIKE (5) REPLY (2) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 3 hrs ago

This will be two generations' work. It must be done from the ground up to rebuild a sensible

middle class. A lot of second-hand book buying so the classics one reads to one's kids or

grandchildren haven't been sensitivitied out of all durable meaning and literary strength.

Cultivating the "uproarious laughter" response to stupidity from everyone one encounters.

Mockery shrinks them fast which is why, as described in this post, there's such urgent need to

prevent it from spreading like mycelia through the populace from which it will be extremely hard

to root out. Because it hasn't got roots but spores.

They use our anger against us and we must use every form of humor to make them shrivel.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

Good question. I don't think ol' Eugyppius has the answer either ...

LIKE REPLY SHARE

lizzy36 3 hrs ago

We must protect democracy by bringing the Stasi back, criminalizing dissent, and using lawfare to jail

our political opponents. Nothing says democracy quite like prosecuting "thought crimes".

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

John Thurloe 4 hrs ago

This is a gambler's last throw. The elites are motivated by the fear of losing power. They fear

impending vengeance. They are out of gas, flailing. Resistance is gainig momentum. Recession, the

Ukraine. Pass the laws. It will engender further alienation and reistance. Try enforcing such legislation

will serve as detonators. Trucker might be moved to convoy soon. It's good for them to over-reach.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

Too optimistic. Can the truckers defeat NATO?

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 4 hrs ago

How many empires have the Afghans defeated now?

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 12 mins ago

What can you say about men who walk barefoot in the snow and make their own guns?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 11 mins ago

That they play the long game and keep winning it.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 6 mins ago

Yeah exactly. They don't check their blood pressure, or run to the doctor if

they have a cough :) Long view ... not checking their Facebook 200 times a

day. We don't manufacture those models anymore in the west.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 4 mins ago

Perhaps instead of a fine West Point and War College education our

military leaders should have been forced to read Kipling.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

John Thurloe 3 hrs ago

They beat Trudeau. The yellow vests et al, the truckers, the farmers and momentum.

Remember the other side is itself a fragile coalition, quite practiced in back-stabing

opportunism. Popular pressure puts force along the fault lines.

In this rather unique situation, the forces of opposition do not want more. They wan t less.

This changes the dynamic.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

Do you mean they just do not want to be oppressed? That’s all?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Yancey Ward 3 hrs ago

They are using "Animal Farm" as a guide manual.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Matthew McWilliams 4 hrs ago

Reading what Faeser and Haldenwang are saying puts me in mind of some medieval Pope denouncing

the latest herectical sect and calling for a crusade against them. I've posited on several occasions that

the woke ideology we're witnessing is akin to a kind of religious awakening.

It has all the earmarks of a religion, except for absence of the supreme being or beings. That role is

played by our overlords themselves. Like many religious beliefs, wokism is irrational and impervious to

any factual information that contradicts its tenets. It is clear that the political elite see themselves as

some type of clergy and fancy themselves as guardians of truth.

Seeing this through the prism of a religious war does help explain some of the extremist rhetoric.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 4 hrs ago

All cults etc. etc. and all heresies etc. etc. and the fury against dissenters etc. etc.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Diamond Boy 4 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago

A quiet coup that nobody notices indeed: it’s already happened, in fact, it’s very well advanced.

Proof: show this article to your children. Show this and two or three other articles from this author to

your children.

Prepare to be disowned.

The coup has already happened and it’s in your family. The cathedral - education and media - works

against you. These people have seized control of the means of cultural production.

Am I to pessimistic?

I say no. I say be afraid, because if you are fond of your children you will see they have been taken

from you. Your children have been indoctrinated. They’ve been told that it is a badge of honour to turn

on you. They’ve been told to never trust you, because you harbour antiquated ideas, you speak

hateful rhetoric and hold anti humanist views. They’ve been told you are atrocious and they believe

you are atrocious. They will use precisely this language to rebuke you. Your children.

This is more than generational differences. This is war.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

greg hildner 3 hrs ago

this.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Diamond Boy 2 hrs ago

?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

greg hildner 2 hrs ago

parent snitching

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Diamond Boy 49 mins ago

Parent snitching is truly pernicious, I ask, how is that not an act of war?

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

DM 4 hrs ago

It seems to me the left-wing extremist ruling class is really trying hard to goad the right into violence

to justify more consolidation of power and totalitarianism. Fortifying the groundwork to justify CBDCs,

pandemic treaties, etc. As someone who maintains a dual lifestyle with one foot in an large

metropolitan area and the other in the rural countryside, I can tell you that the divide between those

who see what is really happening (non-urban area) and those who have been brainwashed into

participating in their own destruction (urban/suburban) has never been more obvious. This is why you

see the farmers with the tractors crossing into enemy territory. Game on.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Maybe we should just take them up on their offer?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

manuel r weiss 4 hrs ago

These people, who are currently in power, who are tyrannical, dictatorial, and hysterical, all appear as

obese, deconditioned, exceptionally unattractive individuals. Especially the women. Think : thick

rheoplastic makeup, layered over and accentuating folds of facial and neck fat. I think it is a nice touch

for you to include pictures of these people, as they have the same general appearance here in the

United States, and it helps to visualize the places that the drivel emanates from. Its the same idea, as

with the pictures you post of the clowns who glue themselves to streets and paintings; the hideous

hair colors, pierced columellas, and vacuous visages adds to the gestalt of the essay.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Suzie 2 hrs ago

Weaponising the government against “wrong thinkers”.

Sounds pretty much like what’s happening, as we speak, in the good ol’ USA, where the government

has become the full-fledged enemy of the people.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

You've got it.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 3 hrs ago

And here's something to make everyone feel a little twitchy:

I have a neat little row of shortcut buttons at the top of my browser home page, and I use them all the

time throughout the course of every day. One of them is for Substack.

And yesterday, all of a sudden, the Substack one went blank and no matter how many times I tried to

re-enter it on the little "add shortcut" button, it just failed to take. Eventually I just pinned a Substack

tab next to my email tabs since I just cannot get that little shortcut button back.

Refreshing hadn't worked; restarting hadn't worked; shutting down and starting up again hadn't

worked. Naughty naughty gremlins working quite well though.

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

Don't know whether it's relevant in your case, but they do want total control of the internet ... But

every IT glitch doesn't mean the CIA and Homeland Security are on your case ...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 2 hrs ago

There's no shortage of naughty little gremlins hiding behind my laptop screen and thwarting

my simple little tasks as often as they can.

But I did think it was funny. And timely.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago

As the old saying goes, just because you really are paranoid does not mean they are not

out to get you

LIKE (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

LMS 2 hrs ago

Paranoia is life-saving

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago

😂

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 2 hrs ago

Yes indeedy.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago

😂

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mrs. McFarland Mrs.’s Substack 1 hr ago

And why Google has been jettisoning all my Substack notices into my Junk box…..

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Mrs. McFarland Mrs.’s Substack 4 hrs ago

Wie schade….having lived in Germany from 1965-1972, I really do not understand this draconian

shift… how can they not see what they are repeating…

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

It's not a German phenomenon. It is the entire West ...

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

True. It seems to be the entire western world. At least.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mrs. McFarland Mrs.’s Substack 4 hrs ago

I agree, but Germany is especially disappointing .

LIKE REPLY SHARE

ursel doran ursel’s Substack 4 hrs ago

This is a VERY IMPORTANT one-hour treatise on the censorship industry!!

https://tuckercarlson.com/uncensored-the-national-security-state-the-inversion-of-democracy/

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

manuel r weiss 4 hrs ago

viewing this two times is useful.

This is the most concise exposition of intelligence/DOD orchestration. Eugyppius believes these

folks are clowns, and midwits. They are that; nevertheless, it is a powerful agglomeration of

forces that we have to reckon with. M Weiss

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Must watch

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

The Rake The Rake's Substack 1 hr ago

I'm a Brazilian with German Family. Up to my early 20's my dream was to move back to the Fatherland.

Seeing as things get crazier up north i think staying down here is actually a better plan. I am financially

stable enough to live a first world life here. Sure many things annoy me about this society, but it's

nowhere near the mess that Europe has turn into.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

texavery Panopticum's View 2 hrs ago

It looks quite like the Western societies are in final decline and just rotting away, as the broad public is

mostly unaware of these worrying anti-democratic developments that are underway for a long time.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Reckoning 2 hrs ago

What is truly striking in a country that was partly dominated by Communism for 50 years is the lack of

self-consciousness. You would expect at least the slightest bit of embarrassment in announcing

measures taken straight out of the DDR playbook, but this woman is clearly too stupid and nasty to

even think for a moment.

It would be amusing to see the AFD take over some East German states in the fall while the political

police frantically burn and shred their files, KGB-style. A perfect turn of events!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

ThePossum 3 hrs ago

My condolences. Shockingly, Germany has managed to leapfrog the Banana Republic States of

America -- where the lawfare against President Trump is still in Proof of Concept stage prior to being

unleashed against we the people -- and moved directly to a contemporary, Western interpretation of

the Great Leap Forward.

Rise up.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 2 hrs ago

The thing is, these people never look around the corners while they bang on ahead full steam

after a particular target.

Every big real-estate company now sees how easily they too can be in the cross-hairs if, say, they

donate too enthusiastically to the wrong side. People like that don't like to be threatened over

accounting and evaluation tricks that all big property firms use.

Corporations just want to have fun and make tons and tons of money, and it's one thing to make

fun of Orange Not-Jesus from Queens, and even try to disqualify him from running again, but

demolishing his business via legal shenanigans never before used in NY makes them shrink in

their skivvies and start to feel a little resentful in advance. And they give lots of campaign money

in NY. There's going to be a lot of reconsidering about the Christmas lists now.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mrs. McFarland Mrs.’s Substack 1 hr ago

Here’s my QOD… of the day…. Imagine if Orange Hair said “ no orange jumpsuit for me”.. and

dropped out of the Presidential Election? The country is so effed up, it would be the most

hysterical monkey wrench,,,,what would THEY do? The possible scenarios are endless….. I’m

pretty sure Nadler would poop in his pants!! GOP contenders with their campaigns on hold

would jump back in, Nikki Hailey would have to up her whining….

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade 1 hr ago

Deprived of their demonization target! It is indeed interesting to think about.

The Democrats participating in congressional hearings would have to actually address

the subject at hand, rather than bang on about Orange Man Bad.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

SCA SCA: The Best Bad Fairy You Kn… 3 hrs ago

You know, karma is an untameable force.

Why did leftism/progressivism/socialism/communism take hold so ferociously in such a diversity of

traditional societies? Because the older cults all created an enforced stability by promising the

desperately poor that their reward was sure to come--just not necessarily on this temporal plane. But

ain't eternity worth buying with a little temporary suffering here? It ain't gonna last and your starved

dead babies are safe in the arms of Jesus or beyond the touch of suffering in nirvana or secure in

paradise with all the other good Muslims. Just accept what has been ordained for you and it will all get

better eventually.
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better eventually.

This new religion of "now" isn't hedonism but the old concept of paradise made earthly. And just like

every religion before it, one must not sin or you imperil everything.

So here we are, trying to undo the natural course of any and all cult thinking. Everybody likes the

Inquisition so long as it's not their own toes being toasted.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Tardigrade 1 hr ago

Great observation.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Borrieboy 3 hrs ago

Are Germans going to be hoodwinked again into supporting and enabling a dictatorship with political

police and Antifa as the enforcers? Certainly the older generation (at least those I know, in their late

70s & 80s) believe the media propaganda that we’re being fed, so that’s a worry. Even in our local free

rag, Lünepost, they’re promoting marches against “rechts Extremisten“.

How long all of this gaslighting will enjoy traction, who knows but one thing’s for sure, the clowns

currently in charge aren’t going to let up. 2025 can’t come around soon enough.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago

No hoodwinking was necessary. Germany has been ruled by socialists since 1933. I'm no

historian, but it is said that Bismarck was the father of the social welfare state. He introduced old

age pensions, unemployment insurance and so on. Why? Well not because he cried himself to

sleep thinking about the Bavarian farmer whose leg was crushed under a wagon and could no

longer earn a livelihood. No, it was a way to hopefully rein in the revolutionary spirit that arose all

over Europe in 1848. To live under socialism is to be dependent on the state for all of your most

vital needs. That is to say, you are the property of the state. A very concrete example of this is the

official policy regarding home schooling in Germany. Home schooling in the United States and

elsewhere has enabled parents to not go completely insane because of what American schools

had become. I personally know parents that homeschooled and their son and daugher have gone

on to top colleges, leaving aside what college is worth today when virtually all that is taught is

Marxism, openly or disguised. It is illegal to home school children in Germany. And if you attempt

it, expect to have your kids taken from you and sent to live as the foster children of strangers. A

German child is the property of the Federal Republic of Germany. The socialist utopia!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Borrieboy 2 hrs ago

Well, school kids here seem to end up indoctrinated rather than educated… witness Fridays

for Future activism and die Letzte Generation. The old adage “good times bring weak men”

can undoubtedly be applied here. We’re in the “weak men bring bad times” part of the cycle.

Who knows when the “bad times make strong men” may come about?

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 28 mins ago

Right now

LIKE REPLY SHARE

molybdenum 3 hrs ago

In a remarkable confluence, eugyppius' article "Germany announces wide-ranging plans to restrict the

speech, travel and economic activity of political dissidents, in order to better control the "thought and

speech patterns" of its own people" joins M. Taibbi's article "State Department Threatens Congress

Over Censorship Programs (A year after its censorship programs were exposed, the Global

Engagement Center still insists the public has no right to know how it's spending taxpayer money.)" in

my reader today. These governmental actions are not happenstance coincidence. Taibbi and M.

Shellenberger et. al. of Public are extending the probe of censorship started by the Twitter Files and

are shedding more light currently on the machinations preceding the 2016 US presidential election. I

gained much greater understanding of the history, mechanics and intersection of all of these

international actions by listening to Mike Benz authoritative presentation on Tucker Carlson

Uncensored Ep. 75, 'The national security state is the main driver of censorship and election

interference in the United States. "What I’m describing is military rule," says Mike Benz. "It’s the

inversion of democracy."' @MikeBenzCyber provides this interview and running commentary on

current events from the perspective of the government and proxy censorship and disinformation

industries on X/Twitter, the least constrained platform remaining -- highly recommended. The pace of

these activities is accelerating in advance of the US 2024 presidential election, with large

ramifications.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Paul Ashley 3 hrs ago

'... the protests have given her both “encouragement” and a “mandate” to proceed against the right.'

Translation: Gee, how convenient. It just coincidentally happened that the spontaneous grass roots

protests we orchestrated support our desire to persecute people who disagree with us! Totally

unexpected!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago

Just look at Faeser and Haldenwang ... their faces ... you get the feeling if they would just go out for a

walk in the fresh air once a day ... everything would be fine. :) If I was the manager of a supermarket

and these clowns came for a job interview .... And Scholz ... everything about him commands respect

... a true statesman, a modern day De Gaulle, Adenauer, JFK, Mitterrand, Helmut Schmidt :) Oooh ... is

this mockery? Better go fuel up my van!
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

I think the question is how do we get rid of these people ...
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Annette Huenke 4 hrs ago

Apparently US 'intelligence' has an active hand in Germany's descent into fascism:

"What I’m describing is military rule," says Mike Benz. "It’s the inversion of democracy."

https://twitter.com/ScottAdamsSays/status/1758653462232093011?s=20
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Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

You've got it, Annette.
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Joshua 4 hrs ago

This is happening in America as well, and all of the west in general. The elitists will not stop until

someone forces them to stop.
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CygneRouge CygneRouge’s Substack 4 hrs ago

HOLY SH*T, Eugy. You’re not kidding. 

😳

“At present, financial investigations are limited to incitement to hatred and violence. That is not

enough. I therefore want to amend the law to ensure that the potential threat is taken into account.

This involves other factors such as potential for action and social influence.”

And here is the “pre-crime” that Whitney Webb has been warning and warning and warning about

(and I think you’ve also written a bit about how there are ongoing efforts to develop the constellation

of surveillance systems, regs, and “laws” to enact it).
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Candy Farnsworth 4 hrs ago

The only difference between the US and Germany is that Germany is doing it openly
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dpci 4 hrs ago

U.S. is not hiding it either. It's in your face.
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

I am convinced that is a key element in their efforts and that it is designed to demoralize the

populations. No sooner do they do the next utterly outrageous thing, then they follow it

swiftly with something even more over the top. Pope Francis has been doing this to

Catholics since he became pope. They are signaling their impunity, in order to convince their

"electorate" :) :) that resistance is futile ... and so you better bloody well get used to it and

eat your bugs. Apropos, the bugs was a master stroke ... millions of people thinking ... gee,

not sure if I want to eat bugs ... but they say they're perfectly nutritious ... pitiful human-

sheep hybrids.
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

Many people get scared and are easily influenced via the regime media ... The college

kids are all indoctrinated, so they have covered that base ...
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FoolsGold 4 hrs ago

I call this pseudo democracy, elected dictatorship. It's overtaken the planet. I can't seem to escape it!
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cbi 5 hrs ago

The oppression and surveillance planned for the common masses will be inescapable. There will be no

where to flee except deeper into your own miserable thoughts. Hope will be gone and once it is gone I

cannot imagine the scale of suffering. You will not be able to freely travel, eat, or associate.

Are we already past the point of no return? During great crises caused by authoritarian regimes of the

past there was always somewhere for the lucky few to flee to find refuge. Where will this place be for

us? Maybe Africa or South America. Maybe but for how long?
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Larry 5 hrs ago

Here in the US, conservatives are continually correcting the government-promulgated fallacy that the

German National SOCIALIST Party was in any way "right wing." Its bloody rivalry with the Soviets was

not a left/right rift, but a struggle between two power-hungry gangs of leftist thugs who disagreed on

the correct flavor of totalitarianism. It looks like your Green Party and its useful idiot satellite parties is

about to make our job that much easier, much as we have been able to point to Great Britain to

disabuse the fallacy of civilian disarmament.
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Cindi 5 hrs ago

Destroying “democracy” to “save” it. It’s here in the States too. All of the lawfare against Trump right

now would be laughable if the widespread, unhinged & sinister forces behind it all weren’t so

frightening
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Indrek Sarapuu 5 hrs ago

"Democracy", the word, has lost all meaning to me...

Overused, abused, and employed as some righteous shield, which obviously, it is not.

Faeser is so much like Trudeau.

I can't even look at the picture of her henchman.
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SloopJB Sloop’s Substack 5 hrs ago · edited 5 hrs ago

Just who do they think they are? CCP China with their social credit scores? The "who" in this case are

left wing cranks and crackpots. But they do have strong power in Germany. Where are the right wing

parties in this?

Tacitus, a Roman historian, once wisely observed: “The more corrupt the state, the more numerous

the laws.” (via Bing AI) (Try it. This AI is lots of fun) https://www.bing.com/chat ______Here is google AI

search https://gemini.google.com/app You can compare the two.
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Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

"Dying societies accumulate laws like dying men accumulate remedies." -- Nicolás Gómez Dávila
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Ryan Gardner 4 hrs ago

Damn that's good. Thx.
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SloopJB Sloop’s Substack 4 hrs ago

Like! This one is new to me.

Mögen! Das ist neu für mich. England ist die Heimat von Spinnern und Spinnern.

Deutschland will mithalten.
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

We come on the sloop John B. My grandfather and me. Around Nassau town we did

roam. Drinking all night. Got into a fight. Well, I feel so broke up. I want to go home
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Cindi 5 hrs ago

Sloop, The same place as right wing politicians in the US - heads up their asses, cowering
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Craig Carpenter II Prosaic 5 hrs ago

What you describe is undoubtedly going on in the U.S. as well, even if perhaps some years behind.

People roll their eyes at saying elected officials who claim to love democracy seek to use whatever is

necessary to kill their opposition, but they say it explicitly all the time.
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Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

SDP then, AfD today? New players, same playbook? "Bismarck viewed the growing international

socialist movement and the non-violent German Social Democratic Party (SDP), in particular, with

alarm. Since the SDP's existence was protected by the terms of the German constitution, Bismarck

found ways to weaken it, short of an outright ban. In 1878, he instituted the first of a series of

repressive Anti-Socialist Laws forbidding socialist organizations and meetings, outlawing trade unions,

closing newspapers, and banning the circulation of socialist literature. The SPD continued to take part

in the elections, but police officers were now empowered to stop, search, and arrest SDP members

and their leaders, numbers of whom were then tried by police courts (one way socialists used to get

around these harsh measures was to run as independent candidates, unaffiliated with any party).

Despite, or possibly because of the laws, the SDP steadily gained supporters and seats in the

Reichstag."
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Graham Cunningham Slouching Towards Bethlehem 5 hrs ago

I am not a German citizen but I recognise the signs here well enough. I have lived through a 50 year

long period in which we have been seduced by an illusion of Left/Right electoral pluralism; meanwhile

- via the agency of our Leftist academia sheep dip - every public and private part our culture has been

captured by a virtually unchallengeable 'social justice’ clerisy.

We in the West have been schooled into an expectation that there is a political solution to every social

problem. But maybe the hard truth is that our post-war democratic pluralism has now accumulated

problems to which it has no credible solution and so we must wait for some new political

arrangements to emerge - whatever these may be
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I am John Galt 4 hrs ago

Your comment made me think, we need people to read more Thomas Sowell. My favorite quote of

his is that “there are no solutions, only trade-offs”. This is particularly true of social ills, for which

there can never be “solutions”. All society is flawed, always and forever, because societies are

composed of flawed human beings.

The Left is convinced that big Big BIG government of “experts” all like themselves can create

those solutions - - but only if all dissent and opposition can be eliminated. It’s a fundamentally

anti-democratic, authoritarian worldview.
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Tamenund 4 hrs ago

"We in the West have been schooled into an expectation that there is a political solution to every

social problem."

Well said.

And the problem is especially pronounced here in the US. (Our faith in our system is such that we

are constantly looking to our politicians to provide political solutions to what are moral problems.)

As someone said, "We're not going to make America great again until we start making Americans

great again."
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Holly McC 13 mins ago

This language is very dangerous - it reminds me of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, which even the

Chinese gov’t admitted after the fact was a bad idea that should not be repeated. The problem with

the perspective articulated by these German politicians (as was the problem during the Cultural

Revolution) is that no one will ever be pure enough. There is no destination. There is only never-

ending goal-post moving via increasingly outrageous, utterly fabricated purity tests for Proper Think.

(One good example from the U.S.: within the woke paradigm it is no longer enough to simply not be

racist; now one must be actively “anti-racist.”)
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Johnny Dollar The Goolag 1 hr ago

Frighteningly disappointing. Quite frankly, the UK, Canada and the USA are drowning in the same dirty

sickening toxic pond-infested with very, very stupid dullards and delinquents.

They have the full force of the powerful straw man 'Disinformation' industry bankrolled by big money

and filled with fake-ass 'experts on misinformation.
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Johnstone75 2 hrs ago

Exact same thing happening in the US by the democrats. To protect democracy, we must end it. And

right wing extremism = everything I don’t agree with
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Ronjia 2 hrs ago

This is very disturbing news. But anyway...they use the tools they have and we, the people us ours

😃

👍💁
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Douglas Tuttle Douglas’s Substack 2 hrs ago

It appears the DDR is alive and well, whereas, the western democratic republic is the one fading away.
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Penny Johnson 2 hrs ago

Welcome to present day U.S.; many of the points you make have already occurred here. The last of

them will commence if Joe/Puppet wins. Which I'm afraid they surely will. Our elections are filthy.
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sonya 2 hrs ago

Oh how depressing Eugyppius! The more threatened they feel of losing their power the more they use

their power to thwart and punish to silence and even jail all of their opponents so they can remain in

power! So are you saying it’s just going to get continually and methodically worse from here and in

Germany this means they will prevent the AFD from getting into power?
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Dave 2 hrs ago

Try adopting something like this only in German:

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise

thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to

assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
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Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

Try doing it in the United States in 2024 ...
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Buffalo_Ken BK's Gardening Ambitions 2 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago

Too many rules ruin everything.

These juvenile delinquent psychopathic delusional rule-makers are completely detached from

sanity....what do they think they know - these elitist globalist harm pushers? Why have they lost their

sense of humanity?

What is going on in Germany - how did these sickos get into positions of authority (asked

rhetorically)?

~

too many rules ruin everything.....
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jotolo 2 hrs ago

In a way this is perfect. All the leftist looneys are identifying themselves and their antidemocratic

views. This will make it easier to exclude them when AfD wins elections. Moreover, over time moderate

voters will deem AfD increasingly less objectionable as compared to the Left's shrill pronouncements.
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Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

Too optimistic by far ... People are easily intimidated. That's the regime media's work, that's what

they are there for ...
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jotolo 2 hrs ago

Here in the U.S., after the serial Trump hoaxes and covid hysteria, the persuadable public

has become inured to the Lefist lies told by Democratic Party politicians and media -- to the

extent that Trump gains support every time they attack him.
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Daniele Vecchi 3 hrs ago

A part from Milei, is there any true liberal politician in the world? I think not. Covid was a great example

of all these lazy morons coalescing into authoritarian agendas. Energy policy ditto.
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Ellen 3 hrs ago

well that's chilling.
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Prodigal Prodigal 3 hrs ago

Exactly this. Eugyppius: "You can only imagine what these people contemplate in secret."
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Crixcyon 4 hrs ago

Run as fast as you can away from these idiots.
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Barn Owl 

🦉

4 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

This is so shocking that I have a hard time believing you aren't making it up. I don't know how we got

to a place where the "friends of democracy" have serious authoritarian impulses.

I think everything is broken. I don't know what's gonna happen.

---

The way that "democracy" has been acting, lately, has made me think about this shibboleth, and I

realize it's mostly just that, now. I don't think it is "real". I think it's a fig life for pretending that the

systems of control desired by the elite are indeed "democratic" (lol).

I want my human rights. If you give me those, you can have whatever style of government you want. I

can't see how I, voting or not, have been involved in the crafting of any legislation in my natural life. I

would further ask, if NO new legislation had passed federally or provincially in my country for 20

years, what would the difference be? This legislation just cements power and encloses the commons

in more systems of control; it if didn't exist, and parliament passed nothing but

administrative/budget/keep-it-running bills, regular people would not know the difference.

Voting is a game for children (is this a really black-pill sentiment these days? it's hard to tell), and I no

longer care to play it. I will play it only in the case that I see some "horrible" populist instinct return in a

party that really does want to give power back to people. I will be waiting forever (Canada). Or if I lived

in the States I'd have to vote for an awful guy who comes closest to "populist". In reality he did his own

part in making the rich richer, what with the 2017 tax breaks on corps etc., and they still mostly hate

him. (Since the rich want control more than money.)

In the "modern" age, there is no reason we couldn't have low-friction referendums on most matters. (I

already have a government identifier federally and provincially. This is not hard!) Instead, we have

referendums on essentially *nothing*, and if this doesn't tell you what the real nature of our

"democracy" is, I don't know what could.
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Matthew McWilliams 4 hrs ago

Was Germany really so much worse under the Kaiser?
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

They didn't call it the Belle Époque for no reason :)
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Matthew McWilliams 4 hrs ago

At the risk of going down the rabbit hole, I will offer that western culture reached its

zenith in the pre-war period.
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

High Middle Ages :)
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Quakeress Quakeress’s Substack 4 hrs ago

I am grateful that you've taken it upon yourself to pick apart the insane plans of Faeser and her

buddies for your international audience.

As for myself, I was deeply shocked when I read the document you translated. As usual, the people I

alerted to this document responded in the usual lukewarm fashion ("Who could be against fighting

right-wing extremism", "it's just politicians talking, nothing will come of it") - tragic in itself, I feel. As

you point out, Haldenwang, Faeser, and Paus (aided by the EU, too, cf. the Digital Services Act) are

doing their damnedest to destroy any opposition in thought or deed. It's going to be even uglier than

the already insane covid years; I feel that it's no longer wise staying in Germany and hoping for the

best.
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Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

EU = NATO. The EU wouldn't last one day without NATO's military might behind it ... It's very

important to hold Germany ...
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Mrs. McFarland Mrs.’s Substack 1 hr ago

= the UN… all colossal wastes of money.
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InfoHog Chaotic Ponderings 4 hrs ago

Der fette Maulwurfkopf mit Brille kam mir schon immer wie'n "Stasi" Typ vor.
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Va Gent 4 hrs ago

Never in my wildest dreams or nightmares did I even expect to see the world's leftists take such an

authoritarian turn.

I fear we are about to enter a time that will make the Dark Ages looks tame by comparison....
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Pray With Your Legs Pray With Your Legs 4 hrs ago

The Great Euthanizers ( global public-private partnership ) are doubling down on their respective prey

( I mean citizens ) with their recent abuses in France and Germany and Canada and Australia and the

US. Tyrants are like that....
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Warmek 5 hrs ago

How strange. That seems like something the Nazis would have done. No doubt the people at the

Antifa rally you attended are all for it.

Ia Irony Fhtagn.
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Warmek 4 hrs ago

> That is why we are working together with the relevant state authorities to prevent right-wing

extremists from travelling in and out of the country as far as possible.

Well, thank fuck my girlfriend is moving from Berlin to Athens. I will undoubtedly eventually be

officially considered a foreign right wing extremist.
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

I am Spartacus!
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Sane World 5 hrs ago

Faeser: "Those who mock the state must have to deal with a strong state, which means consistently

prosecuting and investigating every offence."

Nothing says "liberal democracy" as clearly as the threat of persecuting those who dare to mock the

state.
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

I will mock them with my last breath ... they can stand me against a wall and shoot me.
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BadgerState 5 hrs ago

My branch of the family emigrated from Germany in 1900. I have returned to our home village twice in

my life. It is amazing. I dream of someday returning my family to our home, especially as the US

quickly goes insane. But as crazy as things are here, Germany has us beat. I’m still hoping…
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Danno 5 hrs ago

"Those who mock the state must have to deal with a strong state . . . " Wow, talk about sensitive!

Making fun of these humorless fools seems to really set them off.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jack Winogrodzki 5 hrs ago

Instead of ‘I think therefore I am’ it will be ‘you think therefore you’re guilty’.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Simon Baddeley 5 hrs ago

At an evening of sketches, long ago at university, I recall an undergrad (to become a famous

comedian) standing up at a stage podium to deliver, in cod-German accent, a speech about what "is

now being done about people who'd served in the Nazi regime"; how the courts were working under

new "focused legislation" to track down "these people" who are "everywhere"; how kindergartens,

schools, colleges and universities were at last refining their recruitment and personnel policies to

assist the state in recognising the "traits", often well-hidden, of "so-called" ex-Nazis; how businesses

and local authorities and the media were winkling out "the guilty" at every level, working "fearlessly

with discipline and efficient intelligence", to identify "the foulness in our midst...these people who

infect our new Germany" with their "diseased sub-human thoughts". As the sketch continued the

actor's initially sober voice grew heated. His words came faster, adjectives amplified and given deeper

emphasis with rigid hand and then arm gestures. The sympathetic and virtuous figure who'd begun

the speech had slowly transformed, growing grimmer, glistening, reddening, and in a grand finale,

showing a face contorted into a mask of enthusiastic - almost joyful - rage; flecks of spittle reaching

the front row of the audience; even a little foam at the mouth - near apoplexy, rage and hate

personified "there will at last be a final solution to this problem!". The silence before the applause was

deafening.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jim Maher 5 hrs ago

Almost just like Germany in the 1930’s

🤔

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Danno 5 hrs ago

But with surveillance capability the Gestapo could only have dreamed about.
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Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

Only difference is that today there is insufficient testosterone to kick doors down in the

middle of the night.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Anna Mannino 5 hrs ago

They no longer need to kick down the doors - they just freeze your bank accounts, your

internet access, your credit cards, etc, and starve you out.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Danno 5 hrs ago

Resourceful Germans will discover a hundred ways to beat the system.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

The average German will comply obediently with anything ... unless the

supermarket shelves run empty, there is no gasoline at the filling stations, and

routine power outages ... oh, forgot, vacations abroad.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

Eugyppius is most definitely not your average German :)

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kertch Kertch’s Newsletter 4 mins ago · edited 4 mins ago

Last month during the European farmer's protests, many people were proclaiming about how the tide

was turning. Let me tell you, it's not the tide. It's the ocean receding before the first sunami hits. The

establishment is now baring its fangs.
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Richard Cheverton Portland Dissent 22 mins ago

Ahhh, Germany. Always reverting to form.
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Fager 132 25 mins ago

"Ignoring repeated challenges to define what they meant by 'extremism,' substituting vituperation for

identification...[t]hey poured abuse on a few specific groups and would not disclose the criteria by

which these groups had been chosen. The only thing clearly perceivable to the public was a

succession of snarling faces and hysterical voices screaming with violent hatred--while denouncing

'purveyors of hate' and demanding 'tolerance.'" --Written in September, 1964 by Ayn Rand

And I'm sorry, but "inhuman plans"? Please consider that contemptuously mocked. "Inhuman plans"

to do what, let people buy the kinds of lightbulbs they want? Inhuman plans to lower energy prices? To

lower grocery bills? To steal slightly less of people's income for the purpose of instigating pointless

proxy wars that enrich politicians and defense contractors? To spread peace and economic growth?

Inhuman plans like that?

The kakistocracy isn't "nuts." It's flat-out evil.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Joe Van Steenbergen 30 mins ago

Truly a scary world we live in, now.
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demonax A View From The Edges 30 mins ago

Good luck running their complex digital surveillance state with no energy, no industry, and top-quality

MENA migrants to run the show for them.

These morons would be terrifying if they could demonstrate even the competence of a blind man in a

painting contest.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Suzie 38 mins ago

https://youtu.be/CRYSKaS-XtQ?si=ygQr-ILDVDDM_7yk

Pretty much explains what’s been going on for the last 10 years or so.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Suzie 36 mins ago

If that link doesn’t work try this:

https://sashastone.substack.com/p/tucker-everything-you-need-to-know?utm_source=post-

email-title&publication_id=66221&post_id=141747920&utm_campaign=email-post-

title&isFreemail=true&r=kyfzz&utm_medium=email
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Margret Kopala 47 mins ago

When governments outsource their dirty work, let's call it brownshirting.
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KlarkashTon 55 mins ago

To be honest, looking at the FRG today, the prognosis for the longevity of its political system looks

actually _worse_ to me than for the GDR, perhaps not from the perspective of, say 1988, but of 1975

maybe. We even get the final ingredient: a sort of new cold war between brics and the collective west.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Mystic William Mystic William 56 mins ago

Give credit where credit is due though. She is right about one thing. We conservatives tend to ‘dress

up’ our extremist positions by advocating common sense middle of the road policies that are evidence

based and logical. When in fact these reasoned public positions disguise the fact deep inside and

behind closed doors we really want common sense middle of the road policies that are evidence

based and logical.
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Mystic William Mystic William 57 mins ago

Give credit where credit is due though. She is right about one thing. We conservatives tend to ‘dress

up’ our extremist positions by advocating common sense middle of the road policies that are evidence

based and logical. When in fact these reasoned public positions disguise the fact deep inside and

behind closed doors we really want common sense middle of the road policies that are evidence

based and logical.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Adam The Thermopylae Blues 59 mins ago

Looks like the apple didn't fall far from the Hitler -- I mean TREE!

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Dr Linda 60 mins ago

The words are so twisted by these people. I am physically ill
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Dr Linda 1 hr ago

The words are so twisted by these people. I am physically ill
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Dr Linda 1 hr ago

The words are so twisted by these people. I am physically ill
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Dr Linda 1 hr ago

I am sick after reading this. The words are so twisted by these people
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Johnny Dollar The Goolag 1 hr ago

Frighteningly disappointing. Quite frankly, the UK, Canada and the USA are drowning in the same dirty

sickening toxic pond-infested with very, very stupid dullards and delinquents.

They have the full force of the powerful straw man 'Disinformation' industry bankrolled by big money

and filled with fake-ass 'experts on misinformation.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Jeff 2 hrs ago

“pseudodemocracy”? This sounds more fascist than pseudodemocratic.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Tess 2 hrs ago

Thanks for sharing this! The parallels with what is happening in the US is undeniable.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

ekain3 2 hrs ago · edited 2 hrs ago

but what does the GDR have to do with it, the German economy is in the grips of the large American

corporations and Banks, from Black Rock on down. (just think of the sabotage of Nord Stream). Other

than communism, this is the old capitalism of Marxian memory. And it is precisely against the former

Soviet Russia that Germany is rearming itself, from a nuclear point of view. It is not the red soul of the

GDR that lives again in today's Germany, if anything the black soul of Nazi Germany.

''So let's take a closer look: Of the 24 consulting companies, 22 are the German branches of

companies from the USA. They are the ones who are turning the German economy upside down, in

many cases for two decades now, and largely unknown to the general and political public. For the

“digital-sustainable transformation”, they now want to advise German companies even more than

before on sales and the entry of international investors as well as on accessing German state

subsidies and negotiate contracts.

Goldman Sachs consultancy: Viessmann sells to Carrier Global

In 2017 Viessmann celebrated its company centenary. Chancellor Angela Merkel was present and

praised the success of the German model company. Viessmann had grown into heating technology,

air conditioning and cooling devices and heat pumps and had begun to expand into the EU.

But with the European Green Deal, advised by BlackRock, with the financing of heat pumps by the

German government, Viessmann became interesting for a much larger manufacturer of air

conditioning technology: the American industry leader Carrier Global Company, based in the US state

of Florida. The airline in the United States receives much higher Inflation Reduction Act subsidies than

Viessmann in Germany.

Carrier, with its current 55,000 employees, bought the 11,000 employees of Viessmann's main climate

solutions division: it represents 85% of sales, which mainly include heat pumps. Carrier wants to

“advance the EU's climate and energy transformation” using Viessmann technology and the market

that Viessmann already supplies. The Viessmann founding family is satisfied with the purchase price

of 12 billion, which will be paid partly in cash and partly in Carrier shares. 7% of the airline's shares

now belong to Viessmann. And Viessmann's boss, Maximilian Viessmann, can now join Carrier's 10-

person board.

And who were the intermediaries? Pulling Viessmann's strings was Christopher Droege of the German

branch of the American investment bank Goldman Sachs, in which the New York law firm Davis Polk

and the German law firm Hengeler Müller, networked in the United States, participated. And Carrier in

Florida had commissioned the US investment bank JPMorgan and the American law firm Linklaters.

US advisors were among them on both sides.

And who are the main shareholders of Carrier, to whom the majority of the profits generated with

Viessmann's help now flow? Yes, you guessed it, straight out of a picture book: Vanguard, Capital

Group, BlackRock, State Street, Geode Capital, T. Rowe Price, Dodge & Cox, Fisher Asset

Management, in that order.

https://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=104183

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

eugyppius 2 hrs ago Author

DDR comparisons are warranted, because it is manifestly not the right that is pulling the strings,

but the left. That just has to matter.

I know that many are accustomed to view economic relationships as primary, but, whether you

have a state-owned corporate structure or a corporate-owned state structure may not be much

different in the end. I say that a little polemically, because I don't think the German state is really

owned by corporations in its current form – though it's obvious that corruption is rampant.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Prodigal Prodigal 2 hrs ago Liked by eugyppius

But they all work for one and the same boss, who has many names -- the morning star, the light

bringer, the shining one
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Marc Svetov 2 hrs ago

From Billy Wilder's "One, Two, Three" (1961): James Cagney tells Horst Buchholz, who is an East

German communist, to tell his future father-in-law, who is the president of Coca-Cola: "The situation

is serious but not hopeless" if he asks about a divided Berlin ... Instead Buchholz blurts out: "The

situation is hopeless but not serious." Are we there?
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Amr Marzouk 3 hrs ago

German governments do this sort of thing. Heaven help us. Amr Australia.
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Jean Pierre LaRocque 3 hrs ago

SIEG HEIL! You fn scum! NEVER COMPLY,
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

Nancy is a good pupil ...
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Marc Svetov 3 hrs ago

https://pjmedia.com/benbartee/2024/02/17/german-minister-announces-pre-crime-surveillance-

prosecution-of-far-right-extremists-n4926520
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ArtemisForestFairy ArtemisForestFairy’s Newsletter 3 hrs ago

it sounds like they are afraid of another movement like this....https://www.fff.org/explore-

freedom/article/unheralded-resisters-in-nazi-germany-the-edelweiss-pirates-part-1/
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ArtemisForestFairy ArtemisForestFairy’s Newsletter 3 hrs ago

the german people have suffered so much, when will it be enough?
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// logic is .. consecutive .. Logic’s Substack 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

.. it's an unbelievable nightmare .. but they don't know there are people with skills .. that will give them

a hard time .. to stand their history ..
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TheGreatAwakening 4 hrs ago

Maybe I'm missing something (and trust me, I UNDERSTAND the trend), but the title of hit piece says

"Germany announces"... that implies that Germany passed these laws. Upon reading the piece, it

seems, rather, that 1-2 somewhat unpopular (and vile) legislators are PROPOSING such draconian

laws (however, a couple of people is NOT the same as the whole country.)

Did Germany itself announce these measures as new laws?
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Prodigal Prodigal 4 hrs ago

When did you ever exaggerate, eugyppius? You don't ... that's why we are here :)
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texavery Panopticum's View 4 hrs ago

I work in a medium-sized mechanical engineering firm, part of a much bigger stock corporation, that

initiated a large symbolic agitation campagne against "rechts", that is right-wing politics, actually

meaning right-wing extremism or more concretely the German right-wing opposition party AfD, their

voters and supporters - a quite large group of people in Germany. Within my company, at a works

meeting, all speakers, CEOs, works council and trade union representatives, confirmed their personal

support of this campagne and made an unmistakable appeal to the workforce to follow there lead,

especially voting anything but the allegedly protectionist, chauvinist and xenophobic AfD party.

I wondered about such a thorougly partisan stand that would be able to alienate and divide part of the

workforce - but here we are in 2024 Germany - for some of the woken Germans the best ever.
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The Society of Problem Solvers The Society of Problem Solvers 4 hrs ago

How do we fix this? Who is talking about solutions? The problem has been obvious for a while.

We need to fix our systems. We need a trustworthy place to go and debate, problem solve, and error

correct. These systems of government and 3 letter agencies are all captured.

Our systems are corrupted. We need to build new ones. Transparent ones. Decentralized ones.

Trustworthy ones. Like this:

https://open.substack.com/pub/joshketry/p/how-to-fix-corrupt-government-in?

r=7oa9d&utm_medium=ios&utm_campaign=post
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Hellwood The Suffolk Gardener 4 hrs ago

I think the block parties of the DDR were extremely lucky that the resistance that toppled them pretty

much over night essentially originated from the church, among decent and peaceable folk. The Faeser

creature and her ilk might not be so lucky this time round. Romania springs to mind, and a certain

Christmas at a certain school. Just saying. These awful people are skating on thin ice.
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Marc Svetov 4 hrs ago

Too optimistic by far ...
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Mick 4 hrs ago

Terrifying. Is there already actual legislation being proposed to these ends or are we just in the

rhetorical trial balloon phase?
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dpci 4 hrs ago

Respectfully, you must be joking or you missed that they have already outlawed at least one

political party and have various restrictions on free speech. These people are truly Fascists.
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Mick 3 hrs ago

Yes I'm aware. I want to know what new evil these statements are foreshadowing.
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greg hildner 4 hrs ago

appreciate the photo. here Stateside as we grapple with "affordable housing" concepts, I simply state

"see suburban Kiev" or for that matter any former Eastern bloc Soviet style housing complex.
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OliverCA 4 hrs ago

I wonder how long it will be before Sahra Wagenknecht's new party is in the crosshairs, too.

Meanwhile over the Rhine a new law against "sectarian abuses" was just passed. Inter alia it

criminalizes any attempt by persons or organizations to encourage other people to abandon or abstain

from receiving approved medical care or treatment.

This is a nightmare. I'd emigrate but, as others have pointed out, where to?
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jac 4 hrs ago

say or write “democracy” once more and i’m gonna vomit into the throat of the one who did.
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Hannahlehigh 4 hrs ago

That sounds like communision or nazi rule.
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usNthem 4 hrs ago

Wow! Keep your head on a swivel, E. You’re probably just the kind of “bad” thinker those psychos

have in mind. It’d almost be funny if it weren’t so dangerous, that these supposed “defenders” of

democracy look more and more like those from the 1930’s. Are tattooed numbers and symbols on

clothing on the agenda as well?
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Jeffery Gilbert 4 hrs ago

I can indeed imagine what these people contemplate in secret. Their next logical step would be the

elimination of political adversaries. Alexei Navalny may be one unfortunate example of this kind of

thinking. Why even bother with an election if there are no living challengers?
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Don Midwest 4 hrs ago

You have brought a lifetime of learning and writing to produce this essay. Congratulations.

A very important role for publications like this.

What percent, roughly, of your readers are German?
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Mike 5 hrs ago

It’s time to bring it down.
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Prodigal Prodigal 5 hrs ago

Do I sense a certain ... vitality ... in the air here this evening, my friends?
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Luc Lelievre 5 hrs ago · edited 4 hrs ago

This is planned to happen in every country, unless we resist and prevent it! In Germany, it appears to

be a troubling resurgence of the infamous Goring's Gestapo or the well-known Stasi, where Putin

used to work. Despite laws in place that forbid politicians from making such decisions or resorting to

cruel actions, they ignore them and proceed anyway.

Encl.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2WoSbCCdRk

https://youtu.be/ULrqxFKxSCA

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-end-of-democracy-what-im-describing?
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Mark Silbert 5 hrs ago

You the man eugyppius! Calling it like you see it.
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IceSkater40 5 hrs ago

This is a truly sad state of affairs and I certainly don’t love it, but I appreciate you writing about it.

Hopefully there are enough people paying attention to say no, and identify that this diatribe from the

politician is the real threat.
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Martin Srugis Martin’s Substack 5 hrs ago

This is a combination of 1984 and the early years of Hitler. Dont the greens see how rigid they are.

Going into being guilt of what you are thinking is extremely damngerous.

Power corrupts as we see.
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Jill 5 hrs ago

I am so sorry. This is an outrage. Right wing extremism is exactly the suppression of free speech and

restriction of movement, neither of which has any place in a democracy. There is nothing nebulous

about it. She can go put herself on her own list!

In the past these political actions would have been have correctly been called fascism. This is

absolutely wrong.
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Leonardo Jordao 5 hrs ago

Germany is about to become what Brazil became last year.
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Jan Huisman Chakras And More 5 hrs ago

Do you have an idea who owns the German newspapers and media? It all seems to be so coordinated

again. I recently read that ultimately most media in Europe are owned by American companies. I don't

know if this is true. In the Netherlands, where I am from, most newspapers are owned by a Belgian

company. But the ownership structure is so unclear, that even professional researchers can't find out

who the ultimate owners are.
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shibumi 5 hrs ago

BTW... in the US, George Soros appears to be buying the second largest radio network out there.
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aj 5 hrs ago

"Shifting verbal and mental boundaries" were on stark display by the covid/injection propagandists,

and they used the same threats of implied violence (against bodily integrity) as they now accuse the

right of displaying. They are the extremists they want you to fear.

This is the mandate of all bureaucracies, in this case political ones, to ensure the existence of the

bureaucracy above all, even above their reason for existence. They have become rigid and draconian

precisely because they feel and fear loss of power, and are probably at their most dangerous just now.
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Gilgamech 5 hrs ago

Where is Action for America, Action for Britain, Action for Canada, Action for France, Action for Italy,

Action for the Netherlands, etc etc.
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Gilgamech 5 hrs ago

Horrifying. Thank you for this update Eugyppius.
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James Bryson 5 hrs ago

Stand up Germany!

You are being suffocated in plain sight.
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Paula 5 hrs ago

Forgive my language. But this truly is the era of the dumb See You Next Thursday.
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Tim Holt Tim’s Substack 5 hrs ago

Still WW2
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